Porcelain ceramics designed and handmade to transform your finest table settings, available in the Heath Robinson Museum Shop – October 2019 to April 2020
The Maker’s Art

As well as offering a range of products reflecting Heath Robinson’s work, the shop sells a selection of one-off items, designed and handmade by acclaimed, locally based artisans and artists.

The Maker’s Art is a contemporary range of artworks, ceramics, jewellery and sculpture that complement the imagination and enchantment of Heath Robinson’s work. The makers change every six months - this is now our seventh group - adding more valuable creative partnerships and creating a distinctive decorative art marketplace at the Heath Robinson Museum.

Laura De Benedetti is a registered maker with the Crafts Council, specialising in designing and hand making ceramics that echo nature’s coastal landscape. She uses hard, white porcelain to create the ‘soft’ forms of her vessels and the fluid crystalline glazes produce her rich surfaces and pools of intense colour. All her pieces are dishwasher safe. Laura also makes ceramic sculptures.

www ldbceramics.com
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We welcome Laura with her sensitive and finely made ceramics coming to support the museum.

Jeannine Lawder
Curator, The Maker’s Art
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